sounding board square
cast notes from wood
as pieces alight
drums in the wind
on furious storm
arcane delight
on fleeting black
on deftly white
all brilliant light
these timeless marks
in flawless gleam
remain in sight
a friend now gone
no more to sing
no more to strike
a tune that glistens
though at this very moment
in yonder sky
at a theater in the clouds
an audience of angels listens
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I'd like the memory of me
to be a happy one,
I'd like to leave an afterglow
of smiles when my day is done.
I'd like to leave an echo
whispering softly down the ways,
of the happy times, the laughing times,
the bright and sunny days.
I'd like the tears of those who grieve for me
to dry before the setting of the sun.
Of the happy memories that I leave
behind
when my day is done.
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The soul would have no rainbow if the eyes had no tears
(Minquass, American Native People)
Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich, or simply Milan to all of us who knew him, died on Saturday
morning, May 10th 2003. He was ill for quite some time but there was always hope that he
would somehow beat the disease which plagued him for a year and a half. The three weeks
preceding his death, his health suddenly deteriorated and we knew the end was near. My last
conversation with Milan was at that time. In a somewhat tired voice he assured me that he was
feeling good. He always said that even when he suffered badly. He was a very courageous and
fearless person.
The dreaded phone call came early Saturday morning. Michelle was in tears as she told me
that Milan had died peacefully. He did not suffer. Although I expected this, the shock of realizing that Milan was gone left me speechless. I felt a big void. That day my wife Virginia prepared a small memorial with Milan’s photos surrounded with candles. It was our way of saying
goodbye to our friend.
A week earlier, his long-awaited second book: My Chess Compositions, was published. I
rushed a copy by overnight mail to Cleveland. He received it in the morning. Michelle gave it
to him and he was able to recognize it. He said, “Good”. The nurse asked him if the book was
his and he proudly said: “Yes”.

Following the news of Milan’s death, many of his chess friends and many people who did
not know him personally, responded with kind words of condolence. I have collected these
tributes and will share them with you.

Tributes
Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich
3rd Honorable Mention
feenschach 3rd TT 1953
cuuuuuuuuC
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I did not know Milan personally, so it would be presumptuous to do much more than to quote the English poet John
Donne: "Any man's death diminishes me". However we can
surely say that the world of problem chess is greatly diminished
by this loss. Here is a memorable early helpmate from 50 years
ago (diagram on left). Three distinct BR promotions with
change of battery in a 9-piece setting with a single cookstopper.
Remarkable! Solution: 1...Bxe2 2.f1R Bxf3# 1.d1R Ne3
2.exf1R Nc4#.
Chris Feather

The news of Milan’s death saddened me very much. I was always hoping to meet him one
day. I was not fortunate enough. All those who knew him, spoke of him highly. In my mind he
was the best Serbian composer and one of the best in the world.
Raša Tomašević
I met Dr. Vukcevich in the early 1970s, in Cleveland. He was the most striking figure on the
chess scene in that place and time. He was probably the strongest over-the-board player in the
region, and certainly the most charismatic. He clearly enjoyed the limelight, and was greatly
admired by younger players. And he always had an encouraging word, if not a ream of chess
analysis, for anybody who asked. At the 1976 World Open (in New York, as I recall) I asked
him a question about Bobby Fischer's supposed "bust" to the King's Gambit. He instantly took
out a pencil and, on the back of a score sheet, wrote out his own supposed refutation of
Fischer's line. "Analyze carefully," he warned. Dr. Vukcevich's love of chess was intense and
palpable to all who met him.
Milan was born in Belgrade, Yugoslavia, where he spend most of his life before he emigrated to the United States. In 1963, he graduated from the Belgrade Institute of Technology as
Engineer of Metallurgy. The day he defended his thesis, he grabbed a train to Genoa, got on a
ship and, two weeks later, joined his father in the United States. The same year he enrolled into
MIT where in 1965 he became Master of Science and in 1967 Doctor of Philosophy. His professional career was very successful. He worked as a Chief Scientist for General Electric
Company, Lighting Division, Cleveland, Ohio and later as a Chief Scientist and a Director of R
& D for Saint-Gobain, Crystals and Detectors Division, Solon, Ohio. He was also on the Board
of Directors for Northern Technologies International, Minneapolis, Minnesota. Milan received
numerous managerial awards and was credited with seven patents. He wrote many articles and
five books.
When we talk about Milan, we generally refer to his chess problem mastery. However, in
his early days he was an accomplished chess player. He won many tournaments and, had he
continued playing chess, he would have undoubtedly achieved great success. Two of his early
successes were an Olympic Bronze Medal in 1960 and U.S. Open Champion in 1969.
His accomplishments in the field of chess composition are many. Twice he scored the
highest number of points in the WCCT. In 1989 he became International Grandmaster for
Chess Composition. His illustrious career was capped with his induction into the United States
Chess Hall of Fame. Milan and Sam Loyd are the only two chess composers inducted. Not bad
company.

Jeffrey Tannenbaum, New York City
I wish to express my sincerest condolences to the family and to many friends and followers, as well as my sorrow for the premature loss of this great personality Milan represented. I
will always remember the strong impression left after reading his first book Chess by Milan. I
saw many chess books, but I found this the best of all. Every problem, any chess game, was
clear cut, meaningful, original and artistic. Indeed he could do outstanding work in any area he
undertook, professionally, on chess, or as an author. And just in passing he proved in competitions to be also the most efficient problem solver ever. Because he did everything to perfection. A great example to follow. His memory will stay with all of us who knew him, or who
will be acquainted with his outstanding work.
Toma Garai

My deepest condolences to Milan’s family and his friends. The Problem Chess has
been impoverished with the departure of this Grand Master.
Boško Milošeski

I present to Milan’s family and all American composers my cordial condolences on the
occasion of Milan’s death. His death is an enormous loss for world chess composition and for
Milan’s friends!
Petko A. Petkov

On May 10th, 2003, the Chess Problem Community lost one of its greatest sons. Dr. Milan
R. Vukcevich was an artist without equal. Amongst the Good Companions, he was known for
his amiable and approachable way. In Ohio chess circles, "Vuky" was loved and revered as a
staunch competitor. We are blessed that Milan has left us so vast a chess legacy, a lasting
reminder of his brilliance, wit and charm.
Dan Meinking
It is with a great sense of loss that I hear of Milan's death. Although we only met once in
1985, he was a regular phone contact when I was editor of USPB. He was always a great help,
whether he was supplying me with a regular load of high grade originals, judging tournaments
or offering well-meaning advice to the publication. His enthusiasm for anything related to
chess problems was amazing. He brought out the best in you, for as great a composer as he
was, he was an equally great teacher and inspirer. In a classic kind of way, he would encourage
and know EXACTLY how to provide corrections, suggestions and vision to a problem's development and make you feel good about your endeavors.
Visiting him in Cleveland in 1985, Milan and Michelle made me feel so welcome. They
were wonderful hosts, genuinely friendly and interested in who I was and what I did. It is a rare
combination to find someone with so much talent with such a warm personality to boot. We
will all surely miss him.
Eugene Rosner

Even when resting, Milan was never far from his computer (Photo: MRV)

Dr. Milan Vukchevich’s death is a great loss to the problem world. I shall remember him
as a great composer whose work gave me joy and wonder.
Israel Tzur

There have been few chess problem composers to equal Milan Vukcevich for all-round
talent. He produced masterpieces in every genre. In one of his first appearances in the FIDE
Album, in the period 1971-3, he achieved an outstanding feat: 28 problems and one study, a
total that immediately earned him the title of International Master. Three Albums later (19802) he surpassed even this achievement, with no fewer than 51 entries selected for inclusion,
which secured him the Grandmaster title. Anyone who has studied Milan’s works will recognize that here was no ordinary composer. The range of ideas displayed in his problems is truly
astonishing. His book Chess by Milan (1981) is a real treasure-trove. We mourn a brilliant man
who has enriched the world of chess problems in a quite extraordinary way. The only glimmer
of light on this sad day is that a new anthology of Milan’s works is ready for publication.
John Rice

I met Milan only a few times. My first memory is a gasping shock when I saw him leaving
the room after just only 1 hour out of 3 in the Open solving competition in Arnhem (1981). He
didn't win the competition because of minor faults in redaction; of course he could have fixed
them in the remaining 2 hours but he didn't care. He is well-known as a prominent composer
but he was also a terrific solver who bluffed the best solvers in Arnhem.
Meeting him left an impression of magnetic mastery: things looked so simple when he
handled them. And indeed he was one of the very few to investigate with success the "traditional" field, when everybody else had fled to modern or fairy fields for fear of anticipations.
(For example, his SG 1998 problem in memory of A. Grin is typical of the kind of compositions he was the only one to produce).
Michel Caillaud

This is a sad moment for all of us. On behalf of the Canadian Chess problem community,
please extend our sincere sympathy to all the family and friends of this remarkable composer.
Alain J. Godbout
Milan Vukcevich was a giant who strode in at least two worlds, materials science
and chess. In the one, he was once Chief Scientist for the General Electric Company and a
Nobel Prize nominee. The second was closely related to the first: In a 1998 speech, referring
to scientists and chessists, Milan said, "All of us will tell you that chess got us there. The game
forced us to develop our own methodology for solving problems and we applied that
throughout our education and professional lives. Chess made us into better thinkers, and that
should be its true role in our society." In chess play, Milan could have ranked with the great
masters. Happily for us, he devoted his main attention to composition. His work will shine with
distinction forever. I was fortunate to have spent some chess-related time with him and to have
spoken with him in his heroic last months.
Newman Guttman
I was very surprised to hear of Milan’s death. I met him many years ago, in the
early sixties when we were students. I was in Belgrade and B. Atanackovic took me to his
home. Milan was well-off and had a car, a Fiat 600, something the rest of us could only dream
about. I never saw him again but I followed his excellent problems at many tourneys. In any
case he was on of the most talented composers I new.
Zvonko Hernitz

The ‘Good Companions’ have known for a year and a half now that our charismatic leader
was in serious medical trouble. Now that the cancer has taken its toll, the pain is suddenly
intense for us all. I think this simple fact says more about the enormous impact of Milan Vukcevich than even his compositions and books and commentary.
But the loss is of course far deeper than this: it is first of all in his family---Michelle, their
children, their relatives. Those of us who were fortunate enough to attend the annual meetings
of the Companions shared in this aspect of Milan’s life. In those meetings in Evanston, in
Rockford, in Indianapolis, in Cleveland, we sensed a constant theme: Michelle and Milan. It is
now sinking in: this will not happen again.
For consolation we turn to the poets. John Milton wrote of books that we preserve in them
“as in a vial that purest efficacy of that living intellect that bred them.” Thus it is of Milan’s
compositions, his books: there we can cherish his intellect. In another commentary, in another
time, we can discuss his focus of composition. It is enough to say for now that he relished the
idea of the “Sammy” award, proposed and adopted at our 2001 meeting. His was the threemover that inspired that award, and Sam Loyd is smiling.
Milan’s importance in the world of chess is secure. For the likes of him, Horace composed
the thirtieth ode of his third book, beginning, “I have raised a monument more permanent than
bronze/Loftier than the realm of the pyramids/Which neither the erosions of winter nor the
puny west wind can disturb/Not even the innumerable march of years nor the flight of time.”
Bob Burger

Milan and Michelle, Cleveland 2003 (Photo: Efim Lyublinski)
It is saddening beyond words to hear Milan has left us. The loss to the problemists' world
is deep and painful. Sincere condolences to his wife and family. Milan Vukcevich joins the
Pantheon of all-time greats in our art form. His achievements were enormous and extremely
impressive, and his work will forever be admired and enjoyed. I will not focus on any specific
masterpieces from the numerous he has produced, but rather I will share one particular memory
that stands out in my mind. Some years ago the US team entered an international competition.
One of the sections asked for selfmates in 2 with some particular theme. Milan quickly
realized that most of the rest of us, here in the US, had little knowledge and experience with
that genre. What he did for us was wonderful, in my opinion. He took a lot of time and effort
to prepare a long, very detailed, and very enlightening tutorial, explaining how a composition
was developed, from beginning to end. I remember I studied that very carefully, and once
more I had the opportunity to admire how a great mind thinks and how a lot of different ideas
and techniques are combined together. The tutorial he offered us was extremely useful, no
doubt. But beyond its immediate usefulness, it showed great kindness and generosity on his
part, a willingness to share his deep insights and masterly techniques with the rest of us. It is
often said that a measure of greatness is how many well-taught students and disciples one
leaves behind. As one of his followers and sometime student I will always be a grateful
admirer. Milan's memory, his ideas and his work will always be with us.
George P. Sphicas
Even though expected, I was deeply affected when I heard that Milan died. It consoles me
only that he died with his family at his side, and in sleep. He expected the death but was not
afraid of it. Kant was right when he wrote: "Those whose life was worth the most are not afraid
of death". The death is not in the fact but in forgetting. The man is dead only if nobody
remembers him. This great composer and his work will be remembered through the
generations and as long as problem chess exists. Milan, you were a great problem chess star, so
rest merited and peaceful among the stars!
Josip Varga

The composers from Belgrade had their idol whom they called (the way Milan introduced
himself) with a simple nickname: Vukac. The older ones remember how he, from time to time,
would suddenly appear at solving or composing tourneys in Belgrade, winning easily and then
disappearing again. He had no rivals in problem chess in his circles, even when he came to
United States, and he almost never attended international gatherings. To my generation, which
entered chess-problem field at the end of the sixties, Vukac was “behind the ocean” idol, our
pride in the distant world, a person whom we did not know but adored and rooted for.
Later, it was evident, that Milan Vukcevic did not have thrue rivals even in world competition. During the pause between science and practical chess, his forays into problem chess were
furious, with criteria and challenges set by himself.
We met twice, in Arnhem, 1981, and in Belgrade, in 1987. He participated in a solving
tourney only once at Arnhem. Although he came in third, his solving speed was superior to the
winner’s such that, in the Finnish rating list, which takes time into consideration, he held first
place with only one tourney.
“Spectacular” was Milan’s trade mark. He used to say that a miniature is a problem with
eighteen pieces. In strategic concepts, typical for moremovers, he found internal and external
esthetics characterized by orthodox and help-twomovers. Where ambitious composers lacked
subtlety and esthetic ones strength, his ideas sounded the way he did: loud, clear and witty.
One more thing: Vukac was always young in spirit and that star of youthful inspiration shone
intensely in his works until the end.
His compositions emit enormous positive energy which he extended into his successful,
exciting and happy life. Behind the ease of his success stood basic human virtues and a lack of
the vanity, which envelops many artists.
Our phone conversations during the last year of his life were full of his humor and unselfish optimism. Talking about how he felt, he would only change nuances in his responses: excellent, very good, good. His worries only surfaced when he was talking about other people,
his wife Michelle and hard times in his native lands. He rushed to complete his personal obligations, to say goodbye to friends, and to spend his last days in a dignified manner.
Milan R. Vukcevich was a genius in the most positive meaning of this word. He left a
lasting legacy to the “Godly but meaningless” art of problem chess.
Marjan Kovacevic

Milan Vukcevich has been the dominant U.S. composer ever since he came to this country
more than three decades ago. Although his forte has been orthodox directmates in more than
two moves, he also has been penetratingly successful in other major areas of chess composition. We have all lost a good and valuable friend.
Edgar Holladay
Unforgettable problems make a composer unforgettable. The work of Milan is a lifetime
of unforgettable problems.
Jorge Kapros
When I was a young man, I travelled in a land of giants. Among those giants of chess
problem composition in the old Yugoslavia, even then Milan Vukcevich was pre-eminent. His
was a prodigious talent – not only for problem chess. We were the same age (1937). To be a
friend of Milan was a life-enhancing gift for me.
I never tired of reading Chess by Milan (1981). It is providential that Milan lived just long
enough to be cheered by the production of his new book My Chess Compositions. As wonderful as his chess problems are, his life and over-brimming talent have been even more wonderful.
I still remember our shared excitement when Milan sent me (93 in Chess by Milan) a
double reciprocal change #2 for The Problemist – “In a bathtub, on a pocket set, I jumped out
screaming like Archimedes and mailed it to Barnes with soap still behind my ears”. Of course,
I broke all the rules, and published it immediately!
Another fine friend has gone. The old land of fabled giants is not as it was, but the fact of
Milan’s genius is his legacy.
Barry Barnes
Dr. Milan R. Vukcewich!! Il più Geniale problemista dell'epoca moderna; perciò grande
vuoto nel campo scacchistico.
Giorgio Mirri
I knew Milan for over 50 years. He was a great talent and enormously cultured. With his
death, the world of problem chess has lost perhaps its most esteemed member.
Zdravko Maslar
We express our deepest sorrow and condolences to the family of the late Grandmaster.
Rauf Aliovsadzade and the Azerbaijan Chess Federation

I knew Milan from his teen years. He had great spirit and was fun to be with. He was
blessed with much mental creativity and an immense curiosity which translated into success in
all endeavors which could hold his interest.
It was probably unknown, even to his immediate family, that he played basketball in his
early days with his height and physical build being an asset. He stayed with basketball only
several months after which impatience took him elsewhere.
He was especially blessed with a brilliant mind and memory. I’ll give you one example.
In the mid-fifties, we played one game at a chess tournament. Soon after, I stopped playing
chess because of my obligations at the university. After Milan left for the USA, I did not see
him again. In the mid-nineties, I retired and rejoined the problem-chess. Recently, I was present during one phone conversation between Marjan Kovacevic and Milan. To my utter
amazement, Milan not only remembered me but also the entire chess game we played almost a
half-century ago! I must confess that I had forgotten that we even played the game. Later I
found the score in my old papers.
Bota Stojanovic

feenschach, Peter Kniest and me
Introduction
This article was published in ‘feenschach’, in 1984, in the issue honoring Peter Kniest, a great
German composer of all types of chess problems. Updates to the original article are given in
square brackets.
All publications about arts are products of love, but ‘feenschach’, from the first decade after
the Second World War, was more so than any other: it was hand-written, with hand-drawn
diagrams, and it was copied on a Gestetner machine. Consequently, there were not too many
copies around. In those times, everybody in Europe was poor, and chess composers were poorer than most.

The Article
In the summer of 1951, I learned about a fairy chess journal by the name of feenschach. A
friend, Miloš Tomasevic, told me about the theme tournament for helpmates with black promotions. This, he said, would be a good opportunity for me to break into the international market
and become known in foreign countries! The rationale for this insanely optimistic vision of the
future was my third prize in a similar tournament, organized three years earlier for Yugoslav
beginners. Immediately and furiously, I started composing for my first problem tournament in
a foreign country. Nervously, and at least a month before the deadline, I mailed a registered
and insured letter full of problems---an infinity of miniatures, Merediths and heavyweights.
There was a story circulating around our Belgrade Chess Club, according to which, the tournament director, Wilhelm Karsch, got a hernia, carrying my letter from the Barmstedt post
office to his home! About a year later, the results came: I won two Honorable Mentions and
one Commendation. There was an outburst of hysterical teenage happiness and an immediate
modification of behavior: I became obnoxious and self-confident. The least of my claims was
that I would win the next feenschach informal tournament---and at that moment, Peter Kniest
walked into my life!
Trying to defend themselves from my incessant bragging, my friends showed me (A)
‘Look it over, so you will understand what it takes to win the first prize in a feenschach informal!’ they said. I stared at that beautiful problem for a long time, while everybody in the club
was enjoying my silence. ‘Who made this?’ I finally asked. ‘Peter Kniest!’ somebody answered. Quietly, I left and went home to search through my family’s chess library for this Peter
Kniest. I found much more than I wanted, from strategic orthodox miniatures to amazing
helpmates, such as (B). All of a sudden, I was sure that I would not win a heterodox tournament in Germany until Peter Kniest retires. Actually, after I saw (C), this sad feeling extended
to orthodox tournaments as well. My mailing to Barmstedt ceased.

(A) Peter Kniest
feenschach 1951
1st Prize

(A)

(B) Peter Kniest
Die Schwalbe 1941
2nd Prize

cuuuuuuuuC
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{wdwdwdwd}1.Na4! (zz)
{wdwdwdwd}
2.NRxg7 a4 3.NRh5 a3 4.NRb2 axb2#
{dwdwdwdw}1...Gg7
1...Ge2 2.NRxe2 a4 3.NRf4 a3 4.NRb2 axb2#{dwdKdwdw}
{wdwdwHwd}1...Gc3 2.NRxc3 a4 3.NRd1 a3 4.NRb2 axb2#{wdwdpdwd}
{0wdp1wdw}1...Gc5 2.NRxc5 a4 3.NRd3 a3 4.NRb2 axb2#{dw1kHwdw}
{wdw)wdwd}The white Nightrider makes four polygons. {wdwdwdwd}
{dwdw!wdw}
{dw4wdwdw}
{PHk)wHwd}(B)
{wdPdwdwd}
{Iwdwdwdw}
{dwdwdwdw}
1...Ng4
2.Rc4
c3
3.e5
Nf6#
vllllllllV
vllllllllV
s#4
(8+4) 1.Qc6+ Kd8 2.Rc5 c4+ 3.Kd6 Nf7#
h#3*
(3+4)
Chameleon echo-mates.

(C) Peter Kniest
Zastrov MT 1949
1st Prize

A few years later, my mother cleaned my room and came up with
a dozen empty, post-marked envelopes, all addressed to the same
cuuuuuuuuCperson. “Who is this guy Karsch?” she inquired. ‘Uh…uh!...Just a
{wdnHwdwG}director of some problem tournaments…I, … uh…. did not have time
{dwdNdwdB}to send him anything!’

{KdP0p4rd} Three decades passed. Now there is a rumor that Peter Kneist
{dwdkhp$w}wants to retire. But ‘how much’ is he going to retire? Editing? Com{wdpdwdw0}posing? All of the above? Is it finally safe to send my problems to a
{dw0w)wgw}tournament in feenschach? Well, I think I just may try my luck this
{wdQdw)wd}year! [Please, see problems 6.28 and 8.9. I still did not win anything
{dwdwdwdw}that year!]
vllllllllV
#3
(10+12)
1.Qb1! (2.Qh1+ Nf3 3.Qxf3#)
1...Nf3 2.e4+ Kd4 3.Nxe6#
1...f4 2.Qd1+ Ke4 3.Nxf6#

Editor’s note. This is one of many interesting articles from
Milan’s new book: My Chess Compositions. The numbers
6.28 and 8.9 refer to the diagrams in his book.

A tale of two selfmates
Most people praise Milan’s moremovers yet he was also a master of selfmates. His ideas
were novel and his execution was crisp and to the point. I will always remember two of his
selfmates because there is a short story that goes with them.
In 1999, Milan, Michelle, Virginia and I were visiting Dijon, France. While our wives
were touring the city, we went to Messigny for the French composers’ meeting. During the
meeting Milan was busy with composing. I stopped by his table and saw diagram (A). I asked
him what it was. He told me it was a selfmate in 3 moves with a very difficult key. He challenged me to find the key. If he had not told me the key was difficult, it would probably havetaken me some time to find it. As it was, I looked at the diagram for no more than ten seconds
and guessed 1.Kg7!. It just looked like the white King was already in the mating spot and that
this was a paradoxical key. Milan looked at me quizzically and asked: “Why?” I knew I had
the key right. It took me several minutes to figure the threat and all the rest of variations.

A diagrammes 1999
2nd Prize
cuuuuuuuuC

{wGwdwHBI}
{dwdwdwdp}
{wdw$wdp)}
{4PdwiwhR}
{wdwdpdwd}
{dndw)wdQ}
{wdwdwdwd}
{gwdwdwdw}
vllllllllV
s#3
(10+8)
1.Kg7! (2.Qg3+ Kf5+ 3.Rf6+ Bxf6#)
1…Ra7+ 2.Rd7+ Rc7 3.Re7+ Kd6#
1…Nd4 2.Re6+ Kd5 3.Rc6+ Ne6#
1…Ra6 2.Rd4+ Rd6 3.Rxe4+ Kxe4#

The second diagram (B) almost cost me a friendship. It was one of the best selfmates I had
ever seen. When it received second prize I was surprised. While at the FIDE meeting in
Wageningen, I stopped to chat with Paul Valois. I told him about my displeasure that Milan’s
masterpiece came in second place. I berated the judge. I asked Paul who the judge was. He
said: “I was the judge”. I was a bit taken aback and tried to extract myself gracefully from the
situation. I think Paul was not very happy with my comments. My only hope is that he has
forgiven me by now and that our friendship is restored.

Dr. Milan R. Vukcevich Memorial Tourney (MRVMT)
The tourney is organized by StrateGems in four sections:
Section A: Twomovers (#2), Judge: Miodrag Mladenovic
Section B: Threemovers (#3), Judg: Bob Burger
Section C: Moremovers (#n), Judge: Hans Peter Rehm
Section D: Selfmates (s#), Judge: Petko A. Petkov
The theme of the tourney in all four sections is the same: Novotny, Grimshaw and Bristol.
These were Milan’s favorite themes. Composers can utilize any of them or combine them.
There will be many prizes in books and subscriptions to StrateGems. Please send your
entries to tourney director Mike Prcic, 2613 Northshore Lane, Westlake Village, CA 91361,
USA, or by email to: Tuzlak@aol.com. Due date: July 1, 2004.
All the participants will receive a special booklet with the tourney results.

PLEASE REPRINT

B The Problemist 1994
2nd Prize
cuuuuuuuuC

{wdwdwdBd}
{0wdw)wdw}
{r0wdwdw0}
{gwdK)wdp}
{w0wdNdp4}
{dkdwdwdb}
{RdRdwdpd}
{dwdQdwHw}
vllllllllV
s#5
(9+12)
1.Ke6!, exposes the white King and sets up a
Zugzwang. After 1…b5+ 2.Kf5+ Re6 3.Rcb2+
Kc4 4.Qb3+ Kd4 5.Nf3+ gxf3#, and after
1…g3+ 2.Kd6+ Be6 3.Rd2+ Kc4 4.Qc2+ Kb5
5.Qc5+ bxc5#.

With bernd ellinghoven, Messigny, 1999

With F. Abdurahmanović, Z. Maslar and
M. Prcic. Messigny, 1999

With Yves Talec, Messigny, 1999

Relaxing in a cafe, Cleveland, 2003
(Photo: Efim Lyublinski)

